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Musculoskeletal Ultrasound
Recent advances in ultrasound technology
have begun to improve its’ utility in the diagnosis of
orthopedic conditions. Many soft tissue structures
in and around joints can be imaged using linear
probes and higher frequencies. We recently purchased a new ultrasound unit and I attended the
first ever Sound-Eklin course for musculoskeletal
ultrasound. I thought I would pass on some observations.
While MRI will remain the gold standard for
noninvasive joint imaging for soft tissue, ultrasound
has the major benefits of ease, lower costs, and the
ability to follow injuries over time. Those learning
this technique at the course were either boarded
radiologists looking to expand their practice,
surgeons looking to expand their diagnostic
options, or physical therapists hoping to use the
technique to follow responses to treatment techniques over time. While telemedicine is helpful,
ultrasound is still very dependent on the expertise
of the person performing the scan to understand
relevant anatomy and pathology.
The most obvious usage for musculoskeletal
ultrasound is in the muscles and ligaments
surrounding the shoulder. Older, large breed dogs
with a forelimb lameness and normal radiographs
are very challenging and ultrasound should be helpful in these patients. The biceps, subscapularis, infraspinatus, and supraspinatous muscles and

ligaments can all be imaged. Ossifications in the soft
tissue can be more fully evaluated for tears or other
pathology. Brachial plexus tumors and OCD flaps
can typically be imaged.
The stifle joint can be imaged and the meniscus can be seen in cross section, so there may be
indications in some cases. The patella tendon can be
easily evaluated, as can the gastrocnemius tendon
in great detail. The elbow cannot be imaged to any
useful diagnostic extent. Imaging of the hip joint
can be performed but rarely will add useful information. The large muscles of the hip, particularly the
adductors are often injured and ultrasound is useful
in those situations. Imaging of masses, including
bone tumors, is helpful in staging and guidance of
biopsy procedures.
We typically sedate our patients for MS ultrasound as firm pressures are needed and some areas
are sensitive. We will likely be combining ultrasound
with other modalities like arthroscopy to obtain an
accurate diagnosis in most cases. The charge for
ultrasound will be a sliding scale based on time, but
most cases will be $200-350.
While there are certainly limitations with this
technique, we are excited to offer it as another minimally invasive technique in the diagnosis of orthopedic problems. Please call with any questions or if
you would like to discuss a case.

TightRope CCL Multicenter Clinical Outcomes Study
Cases Reported: 2,563 cases
Duration:
3 mo to > 5 yrs
Weight Range:
2‐93 kg
Centers Reporting Data: 43

Reported Success Rate

94.9% Success rate

64.6% Full Function (restoration to, or maintenance of, full intended
level and duration of activities and performance from pre‐injury or
pre‐disease status without medication)
30.3% Acceptable Function (restoration to, or maintenance of,
intended activities and performance from pre‐injury or pre‐disease
status that is limited in level or duration and/orrequires medication to
achieve)

Complications

0.2% Catastrophic (resulting in permanent disability or death)
9.8% Major (requires further treatment based on current standard of care)
Subsequent Meniscal Tears – 5.2%
Instability/Failure – 2.9%
Infection – 1.7%
9.1% Minor (not requiring additional surgical or medical treatment to resolve)

*Reported complication rates for TPLO, lateral suture, TTA, and cranial closing wedge osteotomy range from
17‐59% in the peer reviewed veterinary literature
*An independent investigation by Dr. Rich Evans using Number Needed to Harm and Number Needed to
Treat analyses showedTightRope to have the highest safety to efficacy ratio of all CCL procedures commonly
used based on available data.

Specialty Services Offered
Arthroscopy
Gastroscopy
Laparoscopy
Thorascopy
Cystoscopy
Bronchoscopy
Rhinoscopy

Thank you for your referrals! Please call with any questions.
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